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About This Content

Some say there’s no sound in space—but outlaw captains will beg to differ. They’ll tell you about the heated rhythms of battle,
the faint echoes of the outer colonies, and the deep, shadowy undertones of their very own Sinley Bay.

Hear the sounds of the solar system for yourself with these 8 tracks:

1. Prologue – Space [02:07]
2. Dreadnought Main Theme [03:30]

3. Into the Void [03:02]
4. Planetary Orbit [01:14]
5. The Battlefield [02:30]

6. Escalating Threat [01:44]
7. Conflict Resolution [01:25]

8. Epilogue – War and Peace [05:04]
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I really liked this game. It was super fun and I would buy it again

Pros: you get to see some more of a character you meet in Shadow at the Water's edge. I thought that was a nice touch

  the puzzles weren't too easy that they weren't any fun to do, but they also weren't so hard that I spend hours trying to figure
them out.

Cons: I was really disappointed that this game was so short(it only took me 5.8 hours)

  While it was still interesting, I felt like this was one of the weaker story lines, and the characters(with the exception of Harper)
didn't really have personalities compared to some of the other games(Tomb of the Egyptian Queen and Resorting to Danger
come to mind)

I would recommend getting this game, but only if it's on sale. Great skin with T2 lobby music. Perfect and cheap.. Very
beautiful, amazing table design, brilliant fresh ideas.
The Apparatus table design is one of the best i've ever seen.
The Wild West soundtrack ist the best western theme, in a game ever.
This is nothing like the Pinball simulations or IRL tables, more like Amiga & early computer pinball times.
. probably game of the year. This came out during the time of great Space Combat Sims. The game is great and has a great
storyline as well. I totally reccomend this game to anyone however, you wll want a flight stick of some kind. It doesnt require an
expensive Joystick though. A simple Sidewinder has been doing me fine on this game. The graphics even hold up good
considering how old the game is now. Buy this game and check it out. You will not be disappointed at all.
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Absolutely love this game! Although I'm not a fan of late-crest BR trains and their simulators, I've quickly grown quite fond of
this one. The game gives tutorial support for inexperienced players and gives more freedom to those more able. I'm not
particularly disapointed by the lack of loco variety as I feel the overall gameplay and range of scenarios available suffice.

I would recommend this game to anyone even slightly interested in trains and simulators. 9/10 rating from me!.
ABANDONED!!! and Reported!!!

https://youtu.be/uFOTPnwsivM

It also can be considered a SCAM thanks to what an ex developer posted on the discussion page. DO NOT BUY!!!. How tf do i
matchmake fights, it keeps saying
"Connot book a co-main event or a undercard match for an event that does not exist, since these match types are supplementary
to the main event"

I try to book the fight with muliple opponents and multiple dates and it still say i can't book the fight due to ^ that same reason.
PLEASE HELP ME.

Other then that i really enjoy the game and i'm a big fan, i just need help understanding how this works or what i'm doing
wrong.. Alte is amazing. Kyoko is in the words of a friend "pure cockblock and nothing else". The main issue is that her hyper
gives her 3 "charges" and each one costs 1 hp. Charges are used on any traps (even beneficial ones like piggy banks), drop
panels, and battles. It being wasted on battles is kind of stupid since to be honest you'll hardly ever take more than one point of
damage per battle anyways. All it accomplishes is gurantee that you WILL get damaged. As for Alte... she maybe a stronger troll
character than Poppo.. Beautiful art, an interesting combat system and a gripping narrative. Definitely worth checking out.. its
good
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